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Where the tuition money goes
Mike Oder
News Reporter
An education at Rose-Hulman is not
;heap. Anyone who has even considered
going to school here understands that
fact. What is less understood is the rea-
son for that expense. Recently, the Thorn
gathered information to help students
know how the school spends money and
how spending decisions are made.
Decisions for spending are made with
a -bottom up" approach. Every year,
each department within the school
makes a budget request to be looked
over by executive officers and the Presi-
dent. After negotiations with the depart-
ments, a final budget is decided upon.
A detailed budget for each depart-
ment, which includes faculty and staff
salaries, is available to each department
head. An abridged Statement of Activi-
ties is available to the public.
Last year, the school received a total
operating revenue of approximately $40
million. About 60% of this money came
from tuition. The remainder came prima-
rily from individual gifts, government
grants, and returns from investments.
The biggest example of investment
returns comes from the Hulman family
endowment. This $150 million endow-
ment was transferred over to the school
when Hulman was added to the name.
Returns from this investment have been
a source of income for the school ever
since the transaction and will continue to
finance future projects.
The top priority for spending is
instruction, which includes supplies for
departments and faculty salaries.
Instruction and research together
accounted for over 40% of total spend-
ing last year. Each year, Rose compares
its budget totals to that of similar institu-
tions. The emphasis on instruction is
what continues to stick out from year to
year, according to Robert Coons, Asso-
ciate Vice President of Business and
Finance.
The next priority after instruction is
instruction support, which includes
things like student organizations. A sig-
nificant amount over $6 million was
spent on student financial aid last year.
Once money is allocated for these two
areas it is spent on institutional support
such as maintenance and expansion
projects.
Recent projects such as the SRC and
the new residence hall have been funded
by large grants like the $5 million
recently received from Lilly and by gifts
that have either been received by or
promised to the school. These projects
would not have been approved had the
Business Office not assured that ade-








young women from all over
Indiana are chosen to grace the
Indianapolis 500 as Festival
Princesses. These women each
escort a race car driver and
meet the winner at the end of
the race in the winner's circle.
There are many pre-race cere-
monies, charity events, and
social functions to attend when
fulfilling the duties of the posi-
tion.
This type of excitement has
never involved the students of
Rose-Hulman. Until now. Kim-
berly Hayden has been selected
as Festival Princess for the
Indianapolis 500.
Kim Hayden, a senior chemi-
cal engineer, was first encour-
aged by her former dance
See Princess,
Page 4
Kimberly Hayden, a senior chemical engineer from
Coatesville, IN, has the honor of being an Indy 500
Princess in this year's festivities.
ARAMARK makes the grade Laptop committee
selects Acer as the
new freshman laptop
111111111111113
Keeping it Clean- ARAMARK employee Keith Wodicka tends to the cook-
ing kitchen area of the WORX. ARAMARK recently scored an outstanding






On Tuesday, the Laptop
Committee selected Acer as
the vendor for next year's
freshman laptop. The selec-
tion ends a year-long process
in which three vendors made
it to the final round.
This is the second consecu-
tive year that the committee
selected Acer. Two year's
ago, the committee selected
Texas Instruments, which
was bought out by Acer. The
remaining two finalists were
the Gateway Solo 2500 LS
and the Dell Latitude
Cpi300XT.
This year, AMS, the pro-
vider of the Junior and Senior
laptops. was not considered
for the selection process.
"More units were accept-
able this year... never before
have three machines made it
to the end," said Dr. Tom
Roper, Vice President of
Administration and commit-
tee chairman, after the meet-
ing.
The committee evaluates
the laptops that are bid for
consideration by the vendors
through different methods.
Waters Computing Center
performs extensive testing on
demo units fro'm the vendors
for reliability, performance,
and compatibility. Committee
members also perform their
own testing and report their
results which are compiled
into a report. Professors in
many departments test the
software suite performance
to ensure that the laptop will
fit their needs.
One of the contributing fac-
tors to the decision is compat-
ibility with the classroom
video projectors. The Acer
was the only laptop that
worked well with the current
projectors and the ne,w Sharp
projectors that will replace
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Who will Replace Seinfeld?















• Fine Arts Series, Minneapolis Guitar
Quartet, Moench Hal Auditorium, 7:30
p.m.
• Space Exploration Merit Badge Program/
Outdoor Venturing Explorer Post,
Throughout Campus, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Baseball, vs. Oglethorpe Univ., Art Nehf
Field, Noon Broadcast On WJSH-AM,
1300, at 11:50 a.m.
• Men's Tennis, vs. Anderson Univ. &




• Baseball, Thomas More College, Art
Nehf Field, 10:30 a.m. (Jeff Jenkins)
Broadcast On WJSH-AM, 1300, at 10:20
a.m.
• Baseball, Manchester College, Art Nehf
Field, 3 p.m. Broadcast On WJSH-AM,
1300, at 2:50 p.m.
• Men's Tennis, vs. Lindenwood
University, Rose-Hulman Courts, Noon
TUESDAY, MARCH 23
• Science Seminar, Sculptor/Architect
James Wines, Dede 1, Indiana State
University, 7:30 p.m. Free And Open
To Public
• Explore Engineering Meeting, Moench
Hall, 7-8:30 p.m.
• Climbing Club Meeting, Performing
Arts Room, Hulman Union, 8 p.m.
• JV Baseball, at Wabash Valley College,
Mount Carmel, Ill I p.m. (DH)
I March 21-27 (continued) I
• Career Services Interviews: Adecco
TAD Technical
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24
• President's Administrative Council
Meeting, Hulman Union, 8 a.m.
• TASC Seminar, "Factory Automation &
Machine Vision," Auditorium,
Presentation Room, Myers Hall, 1-4 p.m.
• Astronomy Club Meetings, Lynn Reeder
Observatory, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 26
• Mathematical Association of America
Section Meeting
• Men's Tennis, vs. Manchester College,
Rose-Hulman Courts, 5 p.m.
SATURDAY, MARCH 27
• Mathematical Association of America
Section Meeting
• Baseball, at Centre College, Danville,
Ky., II a.m. (SCAC DH) Broadcast On
WJSH-AM, 1300, at 10:50 a.m.
• Men's Tennis, at Kerry Seward





Followed by a free pig roast




AN OPPORTUNITY TO MEET APARTMENT MANAGERS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24 - KAHN ROOM









WED 5 PM - OLIN 101
FREE PIZZA!
Do you have hidden talents? Can you sing? Can you dance?
Have you always wanted to be a standup comedian?
Would you like to win $1 50?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions....
iyou should start getting
ready for SAB's 4th annual I
Illilur Talent NI





Theatre of Terre Haute will
perform the play ,Murder by
Misadventure, at 8 p.m.
Contact Sara Laughlin (235-
5007) of the Arts Council of the
Wabash Valley for more




The Kelly Jay Orchestra with a swing
instructor will play on April 20th.
The annual Amateur Talent Night will
take place April 29th at 7 p.m.
Events will take place in the Moench
Hall Auditorium. Members of the Rose-
Hulman community admitted free.
INDIANA THEATRE













7:00 & 9:15 E
Simply Irresistable
7:15 & 9:30 PG-I3
Rose-Hulman NASA
Experiment Update
The Rose-Hulman team, Leo Szumel,
Travis Sparks, Chad Trembath, and Kris
Verdeyen, designed a device that will
float freely in space and track an object
using infrared technology. NASA officials
believe the Rose-Hulman project could
help make future space walks safer and
more efficient.
The experiment was accepted late last
year through the Indiana Space Grant
Consortium, which Rose-Hulman is a
member.
The team spent last week training for
the historic ride. Last Friday, the students
experienced weightlessness in the
hypobaric chamber of NASA's Neutral
Bouancy Facility. With the chamber at the
equivalent of 25,000 feet, the team
removed their oxygen masks to experi-
ence the effects of hypoxia -- lack of oxy-
gen.
As for the entire experience so far.
Sparks stated, "We're on top of the world.
It's an unique experience. We have met
astronauts and key NASA officials. We
don't want it to end!"
The Rose Thorn









to sell credit cards on college cam-
puses, credit card marketers are
hitting spring break vacation loca-
tions from Panama City to Fort
Lauderdale.
Jan Gangelhoff, a former
employee of the University of
Minnesota, claimed that she
helped 20 basketball players over
five years by writing papers and
engaging in academic fraud for
them. Four players were sus-
pended.
Anthony Porter was released
after spending 16 years on death
row with two days before his exe-
cution. A journalism professor,
David Protess, and several stu-
dents discovered new evidence to
clear Porter of a shooting in 1982
that killed two teenagers. Another
man stepped forward and admitted
he was the killer.
iii In Gonzales, Louisiana, Shon
toF/ Miller killed his mother-in-law
9 before he came to a Bible study
3< service and killed his wife, son,
and three other people. In an hour
iixi standoff afterward, a police officer11
,1, shot the gun out of Miller's hand.
Miller is facing first-degree mur-
L der charges.
Monday, March 15
A study showed that children
' N who were taught piano and play a
computer math game scored at
_31 least 27% higher on math tests. A
imp group of second graders went
through the research and were
able to do math problems taught in
a standard sixth grade class.
Six people were arrested when
New York City police denied an
Irish gay group from joining the
St. Patrick's Day Parade.
1.8 million people were in jails
and prisons according an esti-
, mated number released by the
Bureau of Justice Statistics for
1998. The high number is a result
of increasing drug prosecutions
r and tougher policies. In June
I 1998, 1.2 million people were in
prisons. The number of, people in
prison rose 4.4% since June 1997.
Thirteen people died and 116
injured in a train collision in Bour-
,d bonnais, Illinois with a truck car-
fl 20 tons of steel. When the
iv truck driver, John Stokes, saw the
. to crossing lights and he floored his
nit truck trying to cross the tracks.
A, Witnesses claim Stokes weaved
id his truck around the gates. The
) rli third sleeping car caused the most
deaths due to a fire that burned for
three hours.
Tuesday, March 16
The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age reached 10,000 after a week
long of anticipated crossover.
The second 2.5 minutes Star
Wars trailer is causing a big traffic
jam on the internet. One million
downloads were counted within
24 hours of its posting. The new
movie release date is May 18th.
Airlines raised their fares by 3%
as of Monday.
Relations between China and
the U.S. will be tight as allega-
tions that China stole nuclear
secrets unfold. Chinese Premier
Zhu Rotlizji called the allegations
a "fallacy" and an "anti-China
wave."
A protein called troponin I
found in human cartilage, when
injected in mice was discovered to
reduce the spread of tumors by
64%. Researchers hope it will do
the same for humans.
The mayor and governor of
New York want to rename a high-
way to honor Joe DiMaggio. But
currently they can't agree on any
highway.
Wednesday, March 17
The Department of Energy
requested more FBI investigations
on possible leaking, stealing or
compromising release of classi-
fied information at U.S. nuclear
weapons plants and laboratories.
Recently a scientist at Los Alamos
National Laboratory was accused
of passing nuclear weapons
secrets to China.
The NCAA is prohibited to use
Proposition 16 which requires ath-
letes to meet the minimum stan-
dardized test scores to play. Four
black athletes in Philadelphia sued
the NCAA for racial discrimina-
tion. However, many college ath-
letic officials fear that without
Proposition 16, colleges might
recruit athletes who are not pre-
pared for college academic work.
Pokemon is the new toy for this
year. Nintentdo sold more than
$4.5 billion in Japan and is expect-
ing more in the U.S. The virtual
"pocket monster" evolved from a
small toy to games, movies, comic
books, and even a half-hour ani-
mated series on WB every Satur-
day morning.
Thanks to technology and medi-
cal wonders, life expectancy for
an average person is 76 years. By
2025 there will be 62 million baby
boomers who are 65 or older. The
alarming rise in longevity created
questions about the nation's readi-
ness to support the growing group
of elders.
Thursday, March 18
A study had shown that mari-
juana can help treat chronic pain,
nausea, and AIDS-related weight
loss but federal officials still warn
against the harmful results of
inhaling the smoke. Alaska joined
five other states to pass the law
legalizing marijuana for medical
purposes. Now physicians can
prescribe marijuana for patients
with cancer, AIDS, glaucoma,
chronic pain, seizures, and mus-
cle spasms. Patients can even
grow limited amounts of mari-
juana.
Army Major General David
Hale was ordered to forfeit
$12,000 in retirement pay and
fined $10,000 after he pleaded
guilty in another year-long mili-
tary sex scandal. Hale had sexual
affairs with four military wives
and lied to cover up his affairs.
Fifteen sponsors opted for the
$1 million per 30 second slot to
advertise during the Oscars this
Sunday. The pricey tag is another
indication of the popularity of the
Oscars to the Super Bowl which
had a $1.6 million per 30 second
slot this year.




scored a 96 out of 100, according
to the Environmental Health
Department of Vigo County. This
is a very healthy score for the
much-improved company.
Twice a year, an agent of the
Environmental Health Depart-
ment visited ARAMARK Food
Services to evaluate on the sani-
tary and proper handling of the
food. This is the same department
that is responsible for monitoring
the sanitary conditions for all the
restaurants in Terre Haute.
The scoring was conducted
with special attention to ten major
possible violations pertaining to
the sanitary and proper handling
of food. Some of the possible vio-
lations inspected for include pos-
sible purchase of food from
unapproved vendors and
unhealthy handling of food. Any
major violations are put on
inspection sheet. If any restau-
rants or food service groups vio-
lated any of these guidelines, it is
reported in local newspapers.
Also, each of the 10 violations
can result in a 4 to 5 point penalty
to the establishment's score. This
year, ARAMARK passed the test
without having any of the ten pos-
sible major violations.
"Things we got penalized for
were very minor," commented
Mark Farner, the Director for
ARAMARK.
Farner said the inspection was
very subjective, and ARAMARK
must submit to the mood and
whims of the inspector. For this
year's inspection, ARAMARK
received negative points for fail-
ure to clean out the meat slicer,
keeping unsanitized table cloths,
and posting an incorrect sign.
Farner said ARAMARK will
always continue to improve their
sanitation scores. -...there is
always 100," said Farner.
In the meantime, ARAMARK
will continue to improve the food
service for the students. Based on
a January 15 survey of the student
body, ARAMARK will slowly
make more changes to improve
their services, Farner said the
lunch hours will be extended.
More Mexican food will be
served, along with other special
menu items, such as Caesar salad
and muffins. Farner is waiting for
two soft serve ice cream machines
to arrive in order to provide des-
sert variety for students who don't
like the hard pack ice cream. New
soups will be provided instead of
having chili all the time.
Farner said ARAMARK
always welcomes comments and
suggestions. If you have any, feel
free to fill out a comment sheet to
notify them. A new comment
board is available just past the sil-
verware near the dining entrance.
Security U P DATE
February 17
An unknown white man
described to be in his mid-40's
with gray-silver hair entered the
food line and obtained a meal
without paying. When he was
confronted by ARAMARK direc-
tor Mark Famer, the suspect fled
the scene.
February 25
A student reported that some-
time between February 19 and
February 25, someone stole two
hubcaps from his vehicle, which
was parked in the Speed Hall
parking lot.
A composite photo was stolen
from a University of Evansville
fraternity house on January 31. A
witness to the theft provided a lead
in the investigation to University
of Evansville police.
During a follow-up investiga-
tion on February 24, Rose-Hulman
Safety and Security developed a
Rose-Hulman student suspect. On
February 25, the suspect was inter-
viewed, cooperated fully, and the
composite was recovered.
Arrangements were made by
Rose-Hulman officials for the
composite to be personally
returned to University of Evans-
ville Police by the responsible
Rose-Hulman student.
As a result of in-depth coopera-
tion of the student involved and
Rose-Hulman administration, Uni-
versity of Evansville officials and
the fraternity that had been victim-
ized chose not to prosecute.
March 11
A student reported that he had
been using a silicon sealant on his
desktop computer. He placed the
computer in the fourth floor hall-
way of Scharpenberg Hall to air
out. Between the hours of 1:30 and
3 p.m., the computer was taken
from the hallway.
LAPTOP
 from page 1
For those curious about techni-
cal specifications, the new model
of the Acer unit, 721TX, has the
same look as last year's unit, with
more power. The laptop has a
Pentium II 333mhz processor, 64
megabytes of RAM, 14.1" active





Lucas will answer your
questions about anything
and everything from dealing
with professors to
relationships.
Send your questions to
melvaducas@rose-hulman.edu
with "Dear Melva" in the sub-
ject heading or Box 737.
Confidentiality will be
maintained, if requested.
drive, 4-hour lithium ion battery,
and a 6 gigabyte hard drive. The
price of the laptop will be similar
to last year, approximately $3000.
The committee, which consists
of faculty, students, and Waters
representatives, plans to begin
drawing new specifications
immediately so that they can send
bidding information for the of fall
2000 unit to the vendors. People
with suggestions and comments
should contact committee mem-
ber Dr. Jeffrey ,Froyd at 877-8340
or send e-mail to froyd@rose-hul-
man.edu.
When asked about the commit-
tee's decision, Roper said, "We're
very happy with Accr. We have
not had problems with their ser-
vice and we are happy with the
performance of the machine."
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Today at Rose the campus is con-
tinually expanding, and improve-
ments are being made every year.
However, the campus was not always
like this. In fact, the original Rose-
Hulman campus did not even exist at
this location.
When Rose was founded in 1874,
the campus location was chosen to be
at 13th and Locust streets. The origi-
nal campus was in the far northeast
corner of Terre Haute when it was
first built. The original building was
an old-fashioned Victorian style. At
the time, the campus had no residence
halls or foodservice.
By the early 1900's, the new school
was already beginning to feel
cramped. Since there were no resi-
dence halls, many homes and board-
ing houses were soon built around the
campus. This left almost no room for
fields to play sports or to expand the
campus.
By 1915, it was clear that a new
campus was needed. In addition to
the cramped conditions, the style of
the main building was very outdated
for that time and Rose wanted to be
"like other American colleges," with
more facilities and a more modern
look, according to John Robson, Rose
librarian.
During 1915-16, Leo Mason, Rose-
Polytechnic president at the time,
organized an intense fundraising
PRINCESS 
 from page 1
teacher to apply for the position of
princess. Although she was very
busy with her classes and a multi-
tude of extracurricular activities,
Hayden decided to send in her
application just for fun. After sev-
eral interviews, the Princess Com-
mittee called to notify Kim about
her new status as a Festival Prin-
cess.
Along with her obligatioils to
attend the Indianapolis 500 and
participate in the parades, Hayden
is also invited to several other spe-
cial functions, including the Gov-
ernor's Ball in Indianapolis. She
also receives a new wardrobe from
J.C. Penney, a scholarship, and a
formal dress of her choice for all
the festivities. She will participate
in Habitat for Humanity, as well as
Kristi Jo Pratt
SGA Publicity Director
campaign to raise money for the new
campus. The campaign was very suc-
cessful, raising about $1 million.
Approximately half of these dona-
tions came from the people of Terre
Haute, which served as a strong eco-
nomic base for the area. Terre Haute
was very supportive of Rose, because
they "had a notion that the school
would grow," explained Robson.
Finally, the land that would be the
campus today was selected. The 122-
acre property was a dairy farm owned
by the Hu!man family. Rose origi-
nally purchased the property from the
Hulmans. However, after the onset of
the Great Depression the family later
gave the money back to the school to
help them with their finances. Stu-
dents and faculty moved to the new
campus in 1922. The buildings for
that made up the old campus were
sold in the 1930's, and Chauncey
Rose middle school now sits where
the old campus used to be.
The original plans for the new Rose
campus were very ambitious. The
entire campus was to be done in a
Gothic style. Plans were made to
have a classroom building for each
major and a large quadrangle. Two
residence halls were planned, and
there were even plans for faculty
housing and a house for the president.
Due to financial constraints, these
plans had to be scaled down.
At first, the Rose campus consisted
of one main building: Moench Hall. It
become involved with the WESCO
project, which interacts with chil-
dren on Indianapolis' west side.
The Indianapolis 500 Queen will
be chosen from the 33 Princesses
the weekend before the race,
which takes place on May 30.
Kimberly is the first woman
from Rose-Hulman to be chosen
for such an honor, but given her
track record, everything that she
does is exceptional. Kim is a mem-
ber of the first class of women
admitted to Rose-Hulman. She is a
founder and charter member of the
Delta Delta Delta fraternity. She
held an office in Tri Delta for all
three years as an active member.
She also participated in the LINK
organization, which maintains
communication between colle-
gians and alumni. She will be
attending Purdue University in the
fall to pursue a Ph.D. in chemical
The SGA met on Tuesday, March 16, at
5:30 p.m. in the GM room. It was the first
meeting attended by the new executive coun-
cil.
President Jason Zielke was the Keynote
speaker and presented his State of the Asso-
ciation address in which he discussed the
council's desire to improve school spirit. He
also highlighted the upcoming second phase
of Rose's "Vision to Be the Best" campaign.
The agenda then moved on to executive
council reports.
President- Jason Zielke
- discussed 125th weekend events and
SGA's involvement in them
Vice-President- Ed Grandstaff
- described the format of the next Senate
meeting, which will be utilized to gather
information and student input on the Fresh-
man Integrated Curriculum. The findings
will be used to prepare a report for the Board
of Trustees.




style on the outside to look like a tra-
ditional Ivy League building. On the
inside, the building was designed in a
very utilitarian style and intended to
look like a factory.
The new campus location initially
caused some transportation problems
for students. Since many still lived in
housing near the old campus, the stu-
dents needed to find a way to get
across town. There were two basic
options. Students could take the Inter-
Urban, a streetcar that ran along
Wabash Avenue, but the cost for a
ride was often expensive. A more cre-
ative solution came from the students
themselves. The students who owned
cars ran a "jitney" service. This was
similar to a taxi, cheaper than the
Inter-Urban, and it helped students
with cars earn extra money.
Another unique aspect of the new
campus was the opportunity for an
athletic program. Originally, the
administration believed that it was
not their responsibility to organize
athletics, so the students took it upon
themselves to organize teams and
arrange to have playing fields and a
track built.
The Rose campus was very differ-
ent, in both appearance and character,
from what it is today. Rose has grown
a great deal in the last century, and it





There were several main criteria
which Kim had to meet to main-
tain eligibility for this position.
The girls have to be full time stu-
dents at an accredited Indiana col-
lege or university. A princess must
have a G.P.A. of 2.7 or above and
be between the ages of 19 and 23.
The ladies must also be unmarried
and agree not to marry until after
the festivities have all taken place.
At least one of parent must be a
resident of Indiana and the candi-





The following professors were promoted to associate pro-
fessor in their area of expertise and granted tenure: Kurt
Bryan, mathematics, Sudipa Kirtley, physics and applied
optics, Aaron Klebanoff, mathematics, David Mutchler,
computer science, and Scott Clark, anthropology. Steve
Carlson was promoted to professor of mathematics.
Construction of new residence hall
Construction of the new residence hall is reported to be on
schedule. The building is expected to be more visible by
April 1. The bidding process for construction is also nearly
complete.
Phonathon continues
The phonathon to seek gifts for the annual fund began on
Wednesday, March 10. Student volunteers will spend three
nights a week calling alumni for donations for the next six
weeks.
Computer Science student receives national award
Brooke Chenoweth, a junior computer science major, is
one of 25 students in the nation who was selected for a sum-
mer research program sponsored by the Computer Research
Association. Chenoweth will work this summer at the Uni-
versity of California in San Diego.
Students' NASA project attracts media attention
Stories about the Rose-Hulman team's involvement in the
NASA low gravity project have been published by the Indi-
ana Associated Press and other Indiana media.
Retiring faculty receive emeritus status
Emeritus status was granted to the following retiring fac-
ulty members: George Berzsenyi, Buck Brown, Bruce Dan-
ner, Jack Kinney, Hannelore Lehr, Peter Priest, and Lee
Shirely.
Honorary degrees to be granted
Recommendations have been made for honorary degrees
to be granted to six individuals. William Bannon, M.D., is a
local physician and member of the Rose health center staff.
Ronald Dollens is president and CEO of Guidant Corp., a
leader in the manufacturing of medical devices. Marilyn
Leinenbach is an award-winning mathematics teacher at
Chauncey Rose Middle School. Glen Raque is a 1969 Rose
graduate and president and founder of Raque Food systems.
Thomas Tarzian is a 1968 Rose graduate and is chairman of
the board of Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Fine Arts Series presents
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
Minneapolis Guitar Quartet Moench Auditorium
SGA Bureaucrat
tion process of next year's bonfire chairman,
who will be a freshman
- discussed the 'possibility of renting out
theaters for Rose students on the opening
weekend of Star Wars, to be handled by class
presidents
- Senator Spotlight - Craig Pohlman
Secretary - Dan Costenaro
- NO REPORT
Treasurer- Katie Brown
- reported general fund to be at $26,628.79
- announced funding requests for Aerial
Robotics Club and Habitat for Humanity
Publicity Director- Kristi Jo Pratt
- announced meeting of the publicity com-
mittee immediately following the Senate
meeting
Club Relations Director- David Sitz
- announced policy of updating an infor-
mation sheet before funding requests could
be approved
- short committee meeting after Senate
meeting
- discussed intention to compile informa-
tion on how to start a club and write a consi-
tiution to make process more understandable
Executive Director - Alyssa Riley
- discussed possibility of speakers coming
to campus the Wednesday and Thursday
before 125th celebration. One speaker would
discuss little-known women inventors
whose products have significantly affected
society. The other would discuss genetic
cloning. SGA would pay for one speaker and
Donna Gustafson, the other.
- Pointed out that Rose still has three spots
open for the upcoming NAESC conference
and that these areAven to Senators
Two committees, Student Discount Card
and Special Events, gave short reports. Brad
Pigott asked for two or three volunteers to
talk to local businesses about being a part of
the student discount card. Andy Davis
updated the Senate on plans for a concert
early next school year, and it was decided to
invite Bill McCoy to be the keynote speaker
at a future Senate meeting.
There were two updates from senators.
Craig Pohlman, representing Mees,
Scharpenburg, and Blumberg Halls, men-
tioned his constituents' idea to re-line the
upper-class parking lot to allow for more
parking. Jessica Huggins, substituting for
senior class president, John Rivard,
announced that a committee was meeting to
plan the senior class picnic and a possible
community service project.
The floor was opened for an Open Forum
Discussion led by Ed Grandstaff, who
briefed Senators on procedure for the next
meeting to discuss IC. A representative from
BSB addressed the possibility of having net-
work ports installed in the lobby and study
room. Nicholee Page brought up the possibil-
ity of having a babysitting service on campus
and updating the College and Life Skills
classes.
There was no Old Business to discuss.
Voting issues were:
The new executive committee was
approved
Replacements for Katie Brown and Dan
Costenaro were approved.
Funding requests for the Aerial Robotics
Club and Habitat for Humanity were
approved.
Probationary status was granted to the
Climbing Club.
The meeting was adjourned by Ed Grand-
staffafter the passing of the gavel.
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For the People by the People...
Michelle Perez
Columnist
The world is an uncertain place
nowadays. The elderly are poor,
the adults unmotivated and the
youth jaded to tomorrow's
impending activity. We have all
become that person, "the hard,
half-apathetic _expression of one
who deems anything possible at
the hands of Time and Chance,
except, perhaps, fair play." Tho-
mas Hardy knew as well as any-
one that the end of a millennium
is the time people use to take
inventory of their life. The prob-
lem is that they are often shocked
by the results.
On February 10,1999, Dart-
mouth College took stock of life
at their school and did not like
what they saw. Alcoholism
plagued the campus and students
identified more with their friends
and specific Greek organizations
than they did with the institution
itself. These students needed
motivation, guidance and support.
Instead, the Dartmouth Board of
Trustees unanimously decided to
remove the last stronghold stu-
dents had to turn to for moral and
academic support.
Greek Organizations\ are
founded on certain purposes
intended to improve the moral,
mental and physical well being of
an individual. At a school such as
Rose-Hulman, academics are
stressed to such a point that they
could easily take over your entire
life. The stress and strain of the
average student is enough to drive
a fairly intelligent, friendly person
to the breaking point. Our Greek
system allows an outlet for pent-
up frustrations, and a "family" to
turn to in times of need. It's hard
to explain to parents why the 4.0,
which came with ease in high
school, might be a 2.9 if you can
make good grades this quarter.
Parents, and apparently a Board
of Trustees, don't know what stu-
dents go through on a daily basis.
Yet, they consistently make deci-
sions which greatly impact lives
that are not their own.
Single-sex organizations are
icons of ultimate security. Where
else could a person be free to tell
the adventures of a spring break
or the exploits of an anticipated
date? There is no facade built to
impress the opposite sex when
everyone in the group is com-
prised of people who act and
think the same. Most organiza-
tions pick members who come
from different backgrounds with
the same fundamental ideals. And
everyone knows that you can't.
build a sturdy house if you don't
have a good foundation. So per-
haps Dartmouth should ask their
students whether or not they want
to maintain a single-sex Greek
system. If the school believes that
Fraternity houses are havens of
sin, maybe the students think so
too. Then, the decision for the stu-
dents would be made by the stu-
dents. I believe that is the concept
this country was founded upon.
But what's a constitution between
friends?
Another question Dartmouth
should ask itself is why would
people want to join these organi-
zations if they are so bad an influ-
ence? What exactly is it that
students look for when joining a
single sex fraternity? The answer
just may lie in the childhood we
Why I Hate Dick Vitale, and





March is here, and with the
advent of spring, a young man's
fancy turns to thoughts of bas-
ketball.
But this is not just any basket-
ball; this is March Madness.
No other event has us running
to the copier trying to make
1,000 copies of the NCAA
men's basketball brackets to
give to our closest random
strangers.
No other event has us rooting
for schools with names like
"Gonzaga" and "Weber State"—
names we've never heard
before.
No other event has Dick
Vitale screaming into a micro-
phone about "Diaper Dandies"
and "Awesome Baby[s]."
Wait a second. Every event
Dick Vitale participates in has
Dick Vitale screaming about
that, which is precisely why I
hate Dick Vitale.
I can understand why people
can get excited about a Cinder-
ella team upsetting a high seed
in the tournament. And I can
even understand if Dicky V. gets
a little manic as he analyzes the
last few seconds of a close
game.
But what I can't understand is
why he is always that way, even
if it is a non-conference game
between Alaska-Fairbanks and
Youngstown State.
His commentary is always a
m ileam inuteclicheriddenawe-
somebaby!
I mean, Elton Brand is a
superstar-o-rama! He's a prime-
time-player, baby!
Did you see that dynamic
dunk, baby? That was UN-BEE-
LEE-VA-BULL!
Damn! Dicky V.'s lingo is
infiltrating my own speech.
Quick! Change topics before
it gets out of hand, baby!
One of These Days
Phew. Glad I got out of that
one before it was too late.
I'm in a tournament pool for
the umpteenth year in a row.
I've never won, but I have a
feeling this will be my year.
I'm tied through this past
weekend, and all of my Final
Four picks are still in the run-
ning.
While I wouldn't mind the
monetary stipend that would
come with winning the pool
(note to Harvard College offi-
cials, the IRS, et. al.: this is not
gambling. This is gaming.), it is
not the sole reason- I want to be
the victor.
The reason I really want to
win is to erase the memory of
my junior high pool.
A friend of mine--lets call him
"Poindexter"--was running a
pool for a group of people back
in eighth grade.
I was excited about the possi-
bility of showing off my basket-
ball game--picking skill in front
of my peers.
And it worked. I won the pool.
I was the toast of the lunchroom.
But one thing kept me from
being completely satisfied--I
wasn't given my much-
deserved reward.
"Poindexter" took the money
and ran.
Okay, so he didn't run. I saw
him in second hour the next day.
And I pestered him about the
money (which probably wasn't
more than $10) for days after-
wards.
But eventually I forgot about
it. I went my generally happy lit-
tle way while he went his $10-
happier little way.
Every year at this time,
though, I'm reminded of that
incident.
I'd like to learn to forget
everything. I think the only way
that can happen is if 1 win this
year.
Keep your fingers crossed for
me.
A Little Piece of History
Because I am from Illinois,
and because I am a former high
school basketball player, I fig-
ured I would enlighten everyone
with a trivia tidbit about March
Madness.
According to the Illinois High
School Association (IHSA), the
term "March Madness" was
originally coined in Illinois in
reference to the Illinois boys'
high school championship.
The phrase "March Madness"
is even a trademark of the IHSA.
Much like NBA coach Pat
Riley, who originated the term
"three-peat" and trademarked it
when he was the coach, of the
Lakers, the IHSA saw the magic
in its words.
They would go on to become
a few of the most often-uttered
words in the third month of the
year.
The downside is that Dick
Vitale screams them the most.
leave when we cross the bridge to
adulthood. Many people remem-
ber their childhood as the happi-
est, most carefree period of their
lives. Perhaps this is because our
friends were just like us. We all
had the same type of bike and
played the same type of games.
We all lived on the same block so
that we were always close in
times of emergency. We certainly
didn't care to fraternize with the
opposite sex. They had cooties for
crying out loud!
Today, I realize that boys don't
have cooties and that they aren't
so bad to have around every once
in a while. But men and women
are different (some say from dif-
ferent planets) and the perspective
and dreams of one sex may not be
fully understood or shared with
the other. When I can't get hold of
my mother, I don't mind asking
our alumnae for advice. Some of
them are mothers, too, and they
remember what it's like to be a
girl in college who is trying to fig-
ure out life. I might not have the
same confidence when speaking
to the embittered alum of some
fraternity which was forced to go
co-ed by a Board of Trustees
gambling with lives and organiza-
tions that are not their own.
In retrospect, we always wish to
change the past. Not many people
can honestly say that they set out
to change the future. But, I can
see where Greek organizations are
headed if their fate is put into the
hands of people who fail to
acknowledge the good points
along with the bad. Fraternities
aren't perfect, yet I challenge
someone to come up with an
organization that is. Any group of
people who band together in an
effort to improve themselves,
their school and their community
have to be given the opportunity
to make the world a better place.
The fact that this brotherhood, sis-
terhood and community service is
all done on a volunteer basis
should send an emphatic message
to those who try to govern us. If
Dartmouth wants to deny its stu-
dents a strong source of motiva-
tion and guidance, so be it. But, 1
sincerely believe that the lives of
Dartmouth students will degener-
ate because of it.
Professors need to set an





When it comes to time, some pro-
fessors think theirs is worth more
than the wealth of Donald Trump
and Bill Gates combined.
Lately, The Parthenon editors, a
collection of, undergraduates who
are full-time students, have noticed
this problem.
We are sure many other students
have noticed it as well.
It seems professors forget students
must balance their academic and
athletic lives, as well as their social
and professional lives.
It seems professors also forget
students are taking other classes, not
only theirs.
As a result, students are expected
to do a substantial amount of work
in a limited amount of time.
That is not the problem.
Doing assignments and turning
them in to professors on the day they
are due is a student's responsibility.
But grading and returning those
assignments and exams in a timely
manner is the professor's responsi-
bility.
Not that professors do not do that
already. Often, however, they do not
do it fast enough.
We realize most professors on
campus teach four classes per
semester. If there are 25-50 students
in each class, then there are 100-200
assignments and exams for profes-
sors to grade at any one time.
Granted, that is a lot of work. But it
is easier to grade an essay than it is
to write one.
Professors may be grading 100-
200 assignments within a few
weeks, but students are working on
several assignments and studying
for several tests at the same time.
If professors expect students to be
present on test days and turn in
assignments on due dates without
exceptions, then they should prac-
tice what they preach.
They should demonstrate to the
students the time management and
organization needed to successfully
balance many responsibilities.
With that said, we think profes-
sors should return exams and assign-
ments within two weeks of the test
day or due date. It is only fair. By
doing this, professors are setting an
example for students.
Like students, professors must
balance the many aspects of daily
life. If professors can do it, so can
students.
Also, returning grades as quickly
as possible helps students.
Often, the time spent waiting for
the work to be returned causes more
anxiety than the time spent doing the
work. Getting it back promptly will
relieve that stress.
In addition, it can motivate stu-
dents. A good grade can be a pat on
the back; a bad grade can be a
wakeup call.
Either way, receiving their grades
quickly allows students to continue
their study habits or change them
before the next assignment or exam.
Professors have strenuous lives
that require balancing acts worthy of
a circus act. But so do students. That
is why professors should meet the
requirements they would have their
students meet.
Want FREE Pizza?
Join the Thorn and get
some every Wednesday!
Do you have problems in social settings? Do you shudder at the thought of
dressing up for an interview? Do you need advice? Melva has the
answers!! Coming soon to an issue of the Thorn: Dear Melva, the pinnacle
of life and fashion advice. Letters can be sent to Melva via the Thorn.
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you go into a movie thinking it
will be really good. and it sucks.
Sometimes you think a movie will
iuck and it surprises you by being
really good. And sometimes you
get so boied that you decide to see
a movie like Wing Commander
and you find out first hand what
the definition of a sucky movie re-
ally is.
Cast: She's All That castmates
Freddie Prinze, Jr. and Matthew
Lillard star as pilots Christopher
Blair and Todd "Maniac" Mar-
shall, respectively. It's hard to un-
derstand what these two might
have done to be punished by being
in this movie, though. Their tal-
ents are thoroughly wasted. Saf-
fron Burrows (Circle of Friends)
plays Angel, the pilots' female
commanding officer. She was
also wasted in an under-developed
role. Tcheky Karyo (Addicted to
Love) plays the "salty dog" cap-
tain Taggert. No surprise, another
wasted performance. The cast all
seemed to be decent for what they
were dealt script-wise.., unfortu-
nately, that wasn't very much, and
the actors suffer as a result.
Freddie Prinze, Jr. searches for the evil Kilrathis.
Plot: To tell the truth, I'm still
trying to figure out exactly what
the plot was. There are some
aliens who want to destroy the
Earth for no apparent reason and
there aren't enough spaceships
that can get to Earth's defense in
time to save it, so one fleet must
try and delay the attack as long as
they can so that other defense sup-
port can get there to help. Con-
fused? Yeah, it's a pretty weak
plot.
The Good: This section will be
pretty short. Aside from one neat
usage of 'stop-action" type pho-
tography (like in the "GAP
Swing- Ads), there really isn't
anything good about this movie.
A friend who saw the movie with
me said that the visuals in the
movie were almost exactly like
the video :tame on which it is
based (probably because the film
was directed by the game's cre-
ator), so I guess that can be con-
sidered good. Aside from that,
there's nothing.
The Bad: The movie (accord-
ing to my friend) follows the old
video game almost exactly. Un-
fortunately, he also said that the
video game is one of the worst
he's ever played. You have to
wonder what exactly possessed
someone to make a movie this
bad.
Wing Commander is set in the
year 2654, but it's odd that almost
all of the fighter spaceships that
are used look like World War II
fighters. Even more pathetically,
there aren't any lasers or super
missiles or anything technologi-




























Lillard, Prinze, Jr., and Karyo discover a magnetic black hole in their path, threatening their mission.
had to be loaded in as though it
were a 1950's era submarine, with
four to six men pushing the torpe-
do into place. Worst of all, the
only time these torpedoes hit their
target was when it was about 10
feet away, right in their line of
fire... Pathetic!
In the interests of saving space
in this article, I'll stop listing all
the bad things about this movie. I
really could go on all day describ-
ing just how pathetic this movie
was (and I did go into quite the
Dennis Miller rant on the way
home from this movie about how
bad it was). Just take my word for
it that this movie sucks.
The Ugly: The evil alien spe-
cies (the Kilrathi) were some
cheap cat-looking things. Not
only were they not that great of
puppets, but they were only on
screen for maybe a minute
throughout the whole movie. Of
course, seeing how shoddy they
were, I can totally understand
why the filmmakers wouldn't
want these puppets featured very
extensively.
The Bottom Line: Following
in the not-so-glorious footsteps of
other video game to movie transi-
tions as Super Mario Bros., Street
Fighter, Mortal Kombat, and
Double Dragon (I hope no one
actually paid to see those mov-
ies), Wing Cominander is one of
the worst movies I've ever seen.
Do you like to watch movies with
bad acting, stereotypical charac-
ters, no noticeable plot, and
cheesy sets and props? Well then,
Wing Commander is definitely
your movie. However, if you're
into movies that are even the
slightest bit entertaining, RUN
(don't walk) as fast as you can in
the opposite direction of the movie •
theater (You can thank me later).
On a scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 be-
ing classic and 1 being Super Mar-
io Bros.) I give this movie a zero.
I didn't think it was possible for a
movie to be this bad. My only
hope is that whoever gave this
project the go-ahead doesn't have
too much trouble finding a new
job, because he deserves to be
fired.
All photos from movieweb.com
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Who will be the new master of Seinfeld's Domain?
Brad Swearingen
Columnist
"No Soup For You." Oh the glory days
of the soup nazi. Seinfeld brought us so
many memories like "Yadda, yadda, yad-
da," "sponge worthy," and "There's shrink-
age?" Now we can only sit and wait till the
next great show or entertainment feature
will take its place. The wait is over; here
are your next generation of great entertain-
ment pieces. Well, maybe not so much











tard), who takes e-
mail and caller re-
quests for music
videos and places






old girls calling in
bands like the
Extra Terrestrial On Campus
For those of you who are unaware of this
cartoon, it's featured in Rose's own Porce-
lain Press. The Porcelain Press is a paper
produced by the Learning Center and dis-
tributed to bathrooms campus wide. It can
normally be found on the floor by the uri-
nals drenched in...something. Right now,
the Learning Center is having a contest for
anyone to send in a situation and phrase as
an idea for the comic strip. My idea is to
have an Alien standing in a pool of ... some-
thing, with the subtitle, "There's shrink-
age?" Of course you
may say that shrinkage
isn't really that funny,
and my response ihat
you are right, but neither
is an extra terrestrial on
campus.
photo from MTV Online
TRL Host Carson Daly
Back-Door Boys and N'Sync controlling
the top spots. Although rumor has it that af-
ter they retire from the show, they may
combine forces to create one band named
"The Ambiguously Gay New Kids on the
Block Wannabes."
He's not a show, give him a break...
The View
This show consists of
a group of women,
which of course is sexist
because there is no male
representation. On the










Now, we all have shows we
don't like. Some we used to like,
and always will like the "A-
Team". And there are some we
really don't want to- admit we
watched like "The Facts of Life."
Here are a couple shows "we used
Photo from ABC.go.com
The women of "The
View"
to watch", but probably don't watch as
much as we used to.
South Park
"Well, Kyle mom's
a bitch. She's a big fat
bitch. She's the big-
gest bitch in the whole
wide world..." At one
time, South Park
reigned Wednesday




with, but recently the
comedy has dropped
off. Some of you are
probably like, "I can't
believe he's dissing
South Park." Well, I think they might make
a comeback, and right now it's not funny
due to writer's block, ain't that a bitch (a big
fat bitch).
me a daily Springer cult member again.
photo from comedycentral.com
"South Park's" Eric Cartman
Jerry Springer
I'll admit to it, at one time, I was a
Springer addict, but TV's version of "Terre
Haute Live" has gone
down hill in performance.
I think it has to do with the
fact that after watching
758 versions of "Sex Se-
crets Revealed" and "I'm
going to marry my daddy"
I have become desensi-
tized to everything else.
Although a better reason
is that most of the women
now closer resemble white
trash rather than sexy col-
lege women. It would
take something like the
following show to make
Jerry: Welcome to the
show, Patty and Terry. Terry,
as you know we brought you
here because Patty has some-
thing she wants to tell you.
Patty: Terry, you know I
love you, but... there's some-
thing I have to tell you. I'M
really a man.
Terry: You're a man?
Patty: Yes, I should have
told you sooner, I'm sorry.
Terry: Well, that's ok, I'm re-
ally a woman.
[Pause]
[Heidi Klum runs out]
Heidi: Look at my painted-
on swimsuit!
Of course, now that I just saw the pre-
views for Springer Break on MTV, he
might just win me back. (It's on this Sun-
day sometime).
Now what can we learn from this? I have
no idea. I can't find anything worthwhile.
My biggest problem now is that I have no
clue how to conclude this article. So urn,
yeah, the end.
Photo from Universal Studios
JERRY! JERRY! JERRY!
Cafeteria Trays: Good for More than Just Carrying Food
Alex Song
Columnist
A couple of years ago I partici-
pated in the annual Development
Office "Phonathon" and had the
unique opportunity to speak with a
1970's Rose alum who ran naked
across one of the frozen campus
lakes to win a five dollar bet. I for-
got the man's name, and I guess
five dollars must have been worth
a lot more back then; but the
thought reminded me of the fact
that this has been one of the cold-
est Terre Haute winters that I've
experienced in my three-and-a-
half years as a Rose student.
Indeed, at the start of the New
Year right after we returned from
Christmas break, I saw something
that really freaked me out. The
Terre Haute First National Bank
sign just outside of Village Quar-
ter reached "-12 degrees Fahren-
heit," - - the lowest number I've
ever seen it register. So low in
fact, that I was actually motivated
enough to park, walk up to the
sign, and snap a photograph of it.
On my way back to my car I
slipped, and as I lay on the snow
gazing up at the chilly night sky, I
could think of only one thing:
Perfect conditions for sledding.
The thing about sledding at
Rose is that, no matter how early
you think you make it to the big
RHIT hill, you're never the first; -
- there are always a dozen or so
tracks already laid in the snow. I
think I figured out why that is.
First of all, Rose students never
sleep. Second, we are constantly
looking for ways to procrastinate
doing homework: I wouldn't be
surprised if there are some stu-
dents on constant "sled-alert,"
ready to put the first tracks in the
snow at any moment's notice. It
sure beats the hell out of doing
Differential Equations homework.
Earlier this year a friend came
down from Purdue for the week-
end and we all instinctively decid-
ed to go sledding down the big
"RHIT" hill. As luck would have
it, we didn't have enough sleds for
the six of us, and every place we
called was either closed, or sold
out. We even thought about using
a shovel as a sled, like those kids
in the movie "It's a Wonderful
Life," but stores were sold out of
those as well. My roommate John
disassembled a plastic chair in a
desperate attempt to create one
more sled, but the effort yielded
poor results.
Luckily, someone in our group
knew someone, who knew some-
one else, who apparently had a
stack of ARA trays in his dorm
room.
On first examination, the stan-
dard cafeteria tray appears to be
too small to serve as a human
transporting vehicle. The trick is
how you sit on it. After some trial-
and-error we found that it is best to
sit on the tray lengthwise, with
your weight distributed towards
the back, and your feet hanging
kind of cantilevered in mid-air.
This keeps the front part up, al-
lowing the tray to skim along the
snow like a speedboat.
An often overlooked point that
is very important is that if the tray
ever sticks in the ground it will im-
mediately come to a dead stop,
while you will continue along at
30 mph, acquiring about fifty cu-
bic feet of snow in your pants and
underwear in a vain attempt to
stop. When you are wearing
soaked jeans and factor in the
wind-chill of negative bazillion
degrees, this could be undesirable.
At least if you ever plan to have
children.
In my test drive, I found that for
something designed to carry food,
the ARA tray provided amazingly
good steering control and stability.
This is of course, in stark contrast
to those popular round sleds that
resemble garbage can lids. When-
ever I ride one of those "saucer-
type" sleds, I always end up going
down the hill backwards. I've al-
ways wondered why people pur-
chase saucer sleds when they can
get the same overall effect by
sprinting at full speed into a tree.
But while the ARA tray is a con-
trollable vehicle for sledding, it is
not free of faults either. The main
difficulty was staying on top of it
during the ride. A friend suggest-
ed solutions that involved duct-
taping two trays together or duct-
taping handles onto the tray. My
suggestion was to duct tape the
tray to my waist and wear it like a
turtle shell. In fact, I think every
proposed solution involved duct
tape.
Unfortunately, nobody present
that night had the foresight to
bring along a roll or we could
have really developed cafeteria-
tray-sledding into an art form.
When it got too cold for us, we fi-
nally left for the warmth of our
apartment; each of us on the brink
of frostbite with our shoes and
pants completely soaked through.
The three cafeteria trays disap-
peared into the night and I never
saw them again.
Nowac14,s, when I stand in the
ARA food line, I sometimes notice
that my tray is severely cracked
and missing material down to the
exposed wire-frame. Sledding is
the only way to explain how they
came to look like they've been
through hell; I'm sure they didn't
get that way by just carrying food.
Whenever I end up with one of
these tattered trays, I know I've got
a veteran.
Several days ago I stood in the
cafeteria line and pondered how
many generations of Rose stu-
dents have sledded on the very
tray I was holding. I wondered
how many smacked into trees and
had to limp back home. I won-
dered how many grown men and
women participated in such a
childish activity before going back
to their rooms to crank out their
calculus homework.
Then the woman behind the
counter handed me a plateful of
chicken nuggets, I popped out of
my daydream, and I sat down to
eat.
As I gazed out of the cafeteria's
large windows, I realized that
spring was fast approaching. It
was warming up outside, the last
snow of the season was melting
away, and the birds were returning
back to Terre Haute to crap on my
car. I was looking forward to the
nice weather, and celebrating the
fact that the notorious Rose winter
quarter would soon be over.
Yet at the same time, I knew that
deep in my heart I wanted to see
snow on the ground. As I gulped
my soda and dipped a nugget into
some barbecue sauce, I looked out
upon the beautiful rolling hills of
the Rose campus, and I wished
that I could once again "ride the
tray."
Reserve your apartment or
house for fall quarter.















Baseball splits with DePauw, holds on for first-place tie
Don Cole
Sports Editor
Rose-Hulman split a double-
header with the DePauw Tigers
last Tuesday, dropping them from
sole possession of first into a tie
for first with the Tigers.
Last week's action put the teams
overall record at 9-5, with a 3-1
conference mark.
The Engineers have another
conference doubleheader this
weekend, against the Oglethorpe
Stormy Petrels, currently fourth in
the eastern division of the SCAC.
Leading the Stormy Petrels in
hitting is Josh Gazaway, who has
compiled a .426 average. The
team, as a whole, however, has not
had the same success, batting .285
overall, seventh overall, but still
two places ahead of Rose.
And, while Oglethorpe does
score 6.29 runs per game, their
pitching staff has a combined
ERA of 7.43. Rose, whose pitch-
ing thus far this year has been out-
standing, has a team ERA of 2.91.
To further the Petrels' pitching
woes, their strikeout-to-walk ratio
is a paltry 1.08:1.
The Engineers will conclude the
weekend's action on Sunday with
games against familiar foe
Manchester, who bumped Rose
out of the ICAC tournament last
year, and a game later that after-
noon against Thomas More Col-
lege.
Last weekend was to be the
Mideast Classic, but a threat of










pitching in the first
of the two games,
his third straight
complete game win
and first shutout of
the season. Cain
struck out a season-high 10 while
walking only two. The perfor-
mance dropped Cain's already-
low ERA to a microscopic 0.39.
The Engineers crossed the plate
twice the first inning, thanks to a
two-out, two-run single courtesy
of Jason Fox. Andy Tochterman
would score the final run in the
fourth on a sacrifice fly, after lac-
ing a double into left field.
Phil Munzer had a big game for
the Engineers, going 3-3 from the
plate, including a double in the
first that he later scored on.
In the second game of the after-
noon, Marc McCullough, who
has emerged this year as a potent
number two starter, tossed his
third straight complete game win
and first shutout of the season
against Hope.
McCullough, who also has a
0.39 ERA, struck out eight,
walked two, and allowed four hits
  on his way to vie-
Marc McCullough






out player on a
baseball team.
He's responsible
for all the runs
that are scored,
expected to throw








He can go from scapegoat one
day, blowing a nine-run lead in
the third, to hero on the next, no-
hitting the league leader and pick-
ing up a much-needed win for the
team.
Andy Cain, so far this season,
has not had to bear the title scape-
goat.
Cain has gotten off to an amaz-
ing start, winning four straight
games, all of them complete game
victories. While it is doubtful
that he will break Eric Tryon's
career mark of 30 in a career, it
puts his already high career total
at 20.
The senior has struck out 31 so
far this year, compared to a paltry
five walks. Cain has also scat-
tered 21 hits in 32 innings.
All these factors have allowed
Cain to compile a miniscule.
SCAC-leading 0.84 ERA.
For his efforts against Hope,
Cain was named as the SCAC


















going 6-5 and finishing second in
ERA with a 2.27 mark. Of
greater interest was his perfor-
mance against conference oppo-
nents, allowing only 43 hits and
eight earned runs in 43 innings
pitched.
The electrical engineering
major and former Terre Haute
North Patriot star is the son of




The Thorn is looking for a few
good men and women who
want to embark on the adven-




















Curtis Kesler was actually carry-
ing a no-hitter until the sixth
inning, when Eric Baer was hit by
a pitch and Munzer drew a walk.
Rob Nichols ripped an RBI double
to break up the no-hit bid and
drive in a run.
Tochterman then put the matter
to rest with a three-run home run,
putting Rose up 4-0. Tochterman
had a great doubleheader, going 3-
4 from the plate with two runs
scored and three RBIs.
Last Tuesday, Rose faced famil-
iar and dangerous foe DePauw,
whom head coach Jeff Jenkins
said was the team to beat earlier in
the season.
DePauw proved just how explo-
sive they are in the first of the two
games, blowing Rose away, 17-6.
The Tigers went up quickly,
scoring three in
the top of the
first, and another
run off of a home










a run with a sin-
gle. Another run
scored on an error, while Munzer
grounded out to score the third run
of the inning.
DePauw quickly put out the


















drove in Wiete, and Munzer sacri-
ficed in Journay, but the Engineers
couldn't keep up the rally.
The Rose Thorn
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Phil Munzer
McCullough suf-






four runs, two of
them earned.
Rose went up
early on Cain pre-
served the lead as
the Engineers sal-
vaged a split, defeat-
ing DePauw 4-2.
The win was
Cain's fourth straight complete
game victory. The senior scatterd
nine hits, struck out seven and
walked none.
Baer once again came through
big on behalf of the Engi-




in the bottom of the sec-
ond that put Rose up for
good. Baer tallied five
RBIs in the two contests.
DePauw would even-
tually come as close as 3-
2 in the eighth inning.
With two outs in the
eighth, runners on second
and first, Cain forced the
EN Tigers' catcher to pop out
to Wiete. A Tochterman
triple in the bottom half
  of the inning would help
Rose score an insurance run.
Engineers in Action this week
Today
Women's Tennis vs. Greenville, Rose-Hulman, 4 p.m.
Saturday
Baseball vs. Oglethorpe (9 inn.) (2), Art Nehf Field, 11 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Anderson & Franklin, Franklin, IN, 9 a.m. & 10 a.m.
Golf vs. Wabash, Ryder-cup format, Crawfordsville, IN, TBA
Sunday
Baseball vs. Manchester, Art Nehf Field, 10:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. Thomas More, Art Nehf Field, 3:30 a.m.
Men's and Women's Tennis vs. Lindenwood, Rose-Hulman, noon
Tuesday
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Two Engineers earn All-American status
Don Cole
Sports Editor
Two Engineer athletes, sprinter
Phil Reksel and swimmer Sean
Valentine, have been named as
All-Americans in the past two
weeks.
Reksel continued in the foot-
steps of Ryan Loftus at last week-
end's NCAA Division III Indoor
Championships, finishing fifth in
the 400-meter dash and earning
All-American honors for the sec-
ond time in his collegiate career.
The Engineer track star fin-
ished with a time of 49.14 sec-
onds, slightly off his year-best of
48.91 seconds set at the USTAF
Championships a couple of weeks
ago. The winner, Rich Dixon of
Rowan University in New Jersey,
took home the championship with















ing fifth at the
NCAA Divi-
sion III Outdoor Championships,
placing fifth in the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles.
Reksel is the 14th athlete since
in the storied history of track and







('75, '76', '77), jave-
lin star Chris Trapp









Rifle team places 17th in nation
Michael Ray
Rifle Team Head Coach
The Rose-Hulman rifle team
moved up two spots over the
course of the year to 17th in the
nation, according to the 1999
NCAA Rifle final rankings, which
include schools from all three divi-
sions of the organization.
The finish is the highest aggre-
gate ranking for the team since
1981. The team finished 19th last
year and 20th the year previous to
that.
Two new school records were
set in the process; a 4457 out of
4800 in smallbore, and, combined
with a 1469 out of 1600 in the air
rifle, a record aggregate score of
5926.
Along with the nucleus of
seniors John Collier, Rich Price,
and Bryan Rushing were sopho-
more Amber Jonker, who led the
squad in air rifle twice during the
season.
Two freshman, Joe Miller and
Erica Hoffman, also made contri-
butions to the team's success and
will be expected to take leadership
roles on the team in the coming
years.
Of great help to the performance
of team this season was the addi-
tion of an on-campus shooting
range in Cook Stadium. It allowed
the Engineers more practice oppor-
tunities and marked the first time
since 1982 that the school was able
to host NCAA rifle matches. Ohio
State, Missouri - Kansas City,
Xavier, Morehead State, and
Akron all paid a visit to Rose-Hul-
man this year.
In addition to team success,
there were a number of individual
performances of note. Price set or
tied six of the eleven school
records this year. He holds records
for full course matches for total,
1143 out of 1200, and aggregate,
1511 out of 1600, and he tied the
school record in prone, 397 out of
400. In half course matches, he
now holds records for total, 573
out of 600, kneeling, 195 out of
200, and aggregate, 946 out of
1000.
Come in today to reserve your place for Fall Semester at
The Sycamore Place Apartments! When you're hanging out
by the pool In August, you'll be glad you signed up early.
• Recreational club hou,x makes a great party place —
pool tables, juke box, dart boards, pinball and morel
• 2 and 3 bedroom apartments • Affordable • Lota of extras' • Convenient
• Off-street parking • Close to campus • On-site managernent
• &gn-up 15 super easy, and you don't need an appointment. Just remember, spa. for
Fall M The Sycamore Place should be reserved before you leave campus for the summer!
11th & Spruce 235-5959
player Jay.
Valentine, who already owns six
school records and is this year's
men's swim team points leader,


















Valentine's time of 20.53 sec-
onds was good for the third seed
in tonight's action, and guarentees
that he will be the Engineers' first-
ever All-American swimmer.
Valentine continued
to swim well, placing
fourth in the nation in
last night's race, with a
time of 20.50 seconds.
Tonight, he will com-
pete in the 100-yard
breaststroke event.
The electrical engi-




became the first Rose
swimmer to go to the
Division III Nationals,
and placed 14th in the
50-yard freestyle event. He also
placed 30th in both the 100-yard











The Engineer men's tennis
team was in action last Tuesday,
defeating Wabash College 5-2.
Robert Kober, Tyson May and
Andy Feyen, the team's number
two, three, and five men respec-
tively, all won in straight sets.
The doubles teams of Kober/
Craig Clark and May/Feyen
both won. Both the men's and
women's teams have been in
action the past few weeks. The
men's team is perfect so far this
year, winning both of their meets
against Oberlin and Greenville.
The women's team has played
Huntington College, but no
results are available.
Do you like sports?
Sure, we all do.
Do you wish you could read
more about your sport?
Well you can fix this by writ-
ing for the Thorn!
If you're interested, and you





Daytona, Panama City, Padre,
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, etc. Best hotels, prices,
parties. Browse www.icpt.com.




Want to know more about
Christianity and the man they call
Christ? Come to the Investigative
Bible Discussion for international
students on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in
the Music Room (Union). Free
Circle K
is looking for ,volunteers to tutor at the
Hyte Community Center. Tutoring will
be held Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 4 to 6 p.m. The center is
located on 13th Street.
If you are interested, please contact
Steve Lerda at 242-1814.
254 Wings every Tuesday





21 Beers on Tap and Over 100 Total!
Big Screens and a Multitude of TV's
Free NTN Interactive Trivia with Prizes













30 Beers to get an
exclusive
T-shirt!
Drink 'em all to get an
invitation to our 1999
Millennium Party!
242-WING 3718 U.S. Highway 41
(9464) 
behind Outback Steak House
Classified Advertisements
University Edition Bible and
snacks. Sponsored by Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship. For
future information, contact
Nishant Mathew at 299-4889.
FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES March 26, 6:00 p.m.,
United Ministries Center, 321 N
7th St. Movies followed by lively
discussion. Free popcorn! Bring a
friend.
FOR SALE
Green leather couch (2 pieces +
loveseat) $600 o.b.o., 19" TV-
VCR Combo $200. Call 877-
4017.
HOUSING AVAILABLE
Fully furnished apartment for rent
this summer. Call Hannah at 877-
0222 for details.
FOR RENT 3-4--5-6 students ,
furnished, 2 baths, central air, 2
car garage, located east call 877-
2910.
Renting now for May and August,
1- to 6-bedroom units, call Sharp
Flats LLC, 877-1146.
POLICIES
The Rose Thorn offers classified
advertisements less than 30 words
free to Rose-Hulman students,
faculty, and student
organizations. For submissions of
more than 30 words, each
additional word is $0.10.
All other classified
advertisements are $3.00 for the
first 30 words and $0.15 for each
additional word. Payments must
be made in advance; corrections
at our expense first week only.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender.
Also any advertisement which
promote violence, illegal
activities or is in bad taste will not
be considered for publication.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office, through campus
mail addressed to the Thorn, by
email-ing thorn@rose-
hulrnan.edu, or by calling the
Thorn office at extension 8255.
Deadline for submissions is 5
p.m. the Wednesday prior to
publication. Runs over one week
must be renewed weekly by
contacting the Thorn office,
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Many unlikely teams proceeded
deep into the tournament as they
reached the Sweet 16. The remain-
ing teams include five schools
seeded tenth or higher.
Perhaps the most unlikely team
still alive is Oklahoma, the 13 seed
in the Midwest and highest seeded
at-large team. Victories over Ari-
zona and UNC-Charlotte put them





as they held Wis-








games by an average
of 41 points.
In other games today, Wally
Szczerbiak will try to lead tenth-
seeded Miami of Ohio over Ken-
tucky after upsetting Utah and
Washington last weekend. Ken-
tucky advanced to the Sweet 16
after winning an overtime show-
down against Kansas in a Final Four
caliber matchup.
Purdue will try to continue its
success story after upsetting Texas
and Miami last weekend. They are
now faced with the sixth-seeded
Temple Owls, who upset third seed
Cincinnati.
So far, the biggest surprise has
been the Gonzaga Bulldogs. They
surprised everyone by beating the
two seed, Stanford, to reach the
Sweet 16, and then beat Florida last
night to become this year's official
Cinderella in one of the most excit-
ing endings of the tournament so
far. Saturday they will face top-
seeded Connecticut, who advanced
with a win over Iowa.
Auburn became the
first one seed to










field of 64 will be
narrowed to four. Will
anyone stand in Duke's
way? Who will be the next top seed
to fall? Can anyone beat Gonzaga?
March Madness continues this
weekend. Expect either Oklahoma,
Miami of Ohio or Southwest Mis-
souri State to come away with
another big upset, and possibly all
three, in the upset-riddled tourna-
ment of 1999.
CORRECTIONS
In last week's issue, we inadvertently made several errors
in the caption concerning the Solar Phantom Team.
First, the team leader's name should have been spelled
"Dan Vialard." The correct spelling for the type of battery
used is "nickel-metal hydride." Also, Cal State and not Cal
Tech won the previous race which was two years ago and not
last year as indicated in the caption.
We apologize for the errors. It was really a long night.
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Skate World, near the mall
Rollerblades/skates provided
free of charge too!
Sponsored by the International Students Association
Words 0' The Green: St. Patrick's Day
G J TTMR I GPWYTBXJBNGVX
ADKGTBGGZGI\1VDKHLHUKM
K CORMAHSTFUSF TNGOL DA
N XOSANECVSNE I NGYCALR
D X L EQHYKEWEUBHRGF EXC
JOB I ASCCMBZCARZXPREH
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If you think drinking can only mess you up tbr a night., think again. Drinking, can open
the door to all kinds of violence. And if you drink and drive, you can hurt (Jr kill
someone-even yourself. Of course, you know all that. What may be news to you is
that a conviction for drinking and driving or alcohol-related violence can it yciur
chances of getting a job—now and long after you graduate. Isn't that a heavy price
to Fay for a night on the town','
Yo fre not as cool as you think when you drink.
-L
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So many apologies...
So many issues to address
this week, so where to start?
Chronologically, baby! Chrono-
logically.
1. Monday of finals week
last quarter I get a call. Now,
normally, I'm suprised to get a
phone call, but then I realize
that it's 10:00am on finals week
and I'm still asleep. Blast it,
that was a full 30 minutes
before my alarm was supposed
to go off! So I manage to crawl
off of the top bunk and answer
the phone before it goes to
voice mail. It turns out that
someone (and we have sus-
pects) wanted to know where
the $45,000 salary for a
women's basketball head coach
came from. Anyway, still in a
daze from being forced awake
by the incessant ringing of the
two phones in my room, I
explain that it was merely
made up by the writer. He then
said thank you and hung up.
Remember folks, these are the
humor pages -- we leave
research to the rest of the
paper. Don't take it too seri-
ously, or I'll break your fingers.
2. Apology #1: Last week, I
referred to myself several
times as being "big and buff".
This was a typo, and it should
have said "big and fluff",
because I'm a CS major, after
all. What I should have said
was that I could go to any table
and beat up four CS majors (my
choice) by throwing around six
overheated AMS laptops.
3. Apology #2: Andy Kinley
told me that his quote last
week was not the best one he
had during the first week of
class. But he didn't know what
it was, and neither did anyone
else, so I'm okay. Here's hoping
that this one meets his
approval.
4. Apology #3: Apparently,
the House of Backrubs (last
week's page 11 sponsor) has
been closed down. I guess I
was just a lucky one-time cus-
tomer. (And it was the best
three minutes of my life!)
Sorry, chumps, better luck
next time. (If Melissa doesn't
kill me first.) -- Jason
"Roomies" by Ray Seitz
Those Wacky Profs!
Disclaimer: These quotes are real. All quotes come from the indicated (or not) professors.
Feel free to submit your "Wacky Prof' quotes to thorn@rose-hulman.edu, along with
name, class name (including section), date, and setup. Big and buff, big and fluff. It's
really all the same on some people. All quotes must be verified before publication.
"The Rolling Stones are a resounding accomplishment for the
human liver."
-- Dr. Mason (3-9-99)
(A comment made in Entrepreneurship while discussing why the Rolling Stones are musi-
cal legends and the Spice Girls will never be.)
"Don't worry, we'll crank."
-- Dr. Yoder (3-10-99)
(Discussing the amount of review material covered in the first few days of Intro to DSP
and the level of difficulty soon to follow.)
"I used to think arranged marriages were a bad idea and then I
had daughters."
-- Dr. Anderson (3-11-99)
(While discussing group assignments in Compilers class.)
"I make mistakes when I do it. I get careless."
--Frank (3-11-99)
(Do I really need tojustift a Frank quote? Frank just being Frank. Gotta love that guy.)
"If I don't offend at least 6 people a day, I'm not doing my job."
-- Andy Kinley (3-15-99)
(Andy mouthing off to his Operating Systems class.)
Motor) nf tha Month 
(If you've read the security update on page three, then you
would already know this. But you're probably slacking off and
not reading it. Since it was so entertaining that someone would
do something so stupid, here you go again...)
On February 17, 1999, some schmuck (the police sketch artist's
rendition at left) tried to get free food from ARA. No, I don't
know why he wanted to get food from ARA either. But anyway,
when the ARA guy in charge gave the schmuck a funny look,
the crooked thief bolted out the door. So, just for thinking that
ARA would be the place to get a free meal, we have ourselves a
new moron of the month.
(Damn, there's so much space left in this box. Pretend that this space isn't here, yeah, that's it.
It's not here. Sorry, you don't really see it. You know, maybe you should color the Hamburglar
picture. That'll give you something to.do, help pass the time in class, that sort of thing. In fact,
why don't you bust out the Crayolas and color all of the comics in this issue, Maybe you can
take them home over break and give them to your mommy and she'll post them on the fridge.)
Thanks, kid.., been in there for a long time... I had
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Top 10 Things You'd Never
Hear a Rose Student Say
O. My professors haven't assigned any homework all quarter.
9. That GDI party rocked! ,
8. I've got so much free time, I don't know what to do with myself.
7. ARA really hit the spot.
6. There's way too many women to choose from. [Mandatory female
ratio comment.]
5. Even though I'm a EE, Meatballs sounds like an intriguing class...
4. I could use Maple, but doing it by hand is so much more fulfilling.
3. Wow, those guys in the Linux Club sure are cool.
2. Gee, the football team had a great win yesterday.
I. That Thorn humor-page editor sure is big and buff.
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WITH THIS 6IC,  
DUNWI GUY.







HE'S 0UN16, 50 HE'LL
TELL PEOPLE YOU'RE
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